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Purpose and Need Summary:
The principal purpose of the Pittsburgh Vertical Clearance projects is to enhance the existing rail
infrastructure on the main line through Pittsburgh and in southwest Pennsylvania in order to provide more
efficient movement of freight from New York/New Jersey to Chicago and specifically through
Pennsylvania. Federal and state freight rail transportation studies predict a substantial increase in freight
and intermodal demand through 2045. To accommodate the increase in rail demand, as well as support
national goals relating to greenhouse gas emissions and fuel efficiency, the national freight rail system has
been substantially modernized over the past decades to raise clearances, upgrade tunnels and modify rail
lines throughout most of America’s 140,000-mile freight rail network to accommodate double-stacked
intermodal trains. https://www.aar.org/article/6-milestones-intermodal-growth/.
Rail service through Pittsburgh, especially as related to the service of sensitive intermodal freight, is
currently constrained by the capacity and external disruptions on the Monongahela line (the Mon Line)
and the clearance limitations on the Pittsburgh Line. The primary purposes of these clearance projects are
to provide elevation clearances along Norfolk Southern Railway Company (NSR)’s Pittsburgh Line and Fort
Wayne Line to facilitate a safe and reliable system of transportation and modernize the Pittsburgh Line
and Fort Wayne Line to accommodate integration of modes of transportation (intermodal), and improve
clearance, safety, transportation optimization, and efficiency to meet modern interstate freight rail traffic
requirements, including double-stack intermodal trains. Specifically, these projects will improve both the
rail and roadway networks in the City of Pittsburgh and Allegheny County by addressing infrastructure
deficiencies and system reliability to allow sufficient clearance for double-stack intermodal freight trains,
which will create a safer, more reliable and environmentally beneficial transportation network for both
NSR and surrounding communities. These clearance projects are necessary to sustain and improve service
for long term growth; enhance competition, safety, and reliability; and strengthen and increase efficiency
along the east-west mainline through southwest Pennsylvania.
National Need to Improve Freight Transportation
These projects will advance steps the Commonwealth has already taken to improve the efficiency and
reliability of its surface transportation system at the regional and national level as well as increase the
Commonwealth’s economic competitiveness. This project will improve the connectivity between freight
modes vital to the national energy security, facilitate freight movement across land border crossings, and
address the impact of population growth on the movement of people and freight. The Pittsburgh Vertical
Clearance projects will complete the final segment of the public-private partnership that began in the mid1990s between the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Conrail to create a high-speed double-stack
intermodal corridor. The Pittsburgh Vertical Clearance projects present the opportunity to eliminate the
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overhead obstructions and lay a new foundation for competitiveness and sustainability in the United
States of America.
The need for improving freight transportation throughout the United States is driven by factors such as:






Growing congestion on U.S. highways used for long-haul freight movement
Volatile or high fuel prices and the quest for energy-efficiency
The strain on the truck driver labor pool
Need for improvements in shipping services
The national policy toward the reduction of GHG emissions

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) forecasts that the tons of
freight transported within the U.S. by rail will increase by more than 20% between 2015 and 2045, with a
more than 80% increase in value of freight by rail over that same time frame.
(https://www.transportation.gov/briefing-room/dot-releases-30-year-freight-projections). The FAF also
projects that the increase will be driven primarily by the economy doubling its size in the next 30 years,
an increase in population, and an increase in Americans living in congested areas. PennDOT predicts that
within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, intermodal freight rail traffic will increase by 86.4%. As shown
in the following graphics contained inFAF, which compare relevant statistics from 2012 to 2045, FHWA
also predicts that, with current infrastructure, highway congestion would increase dramatically as a result
of the increase in freight and intermodal demand. The Pittsburgh-Allegheny County region in particular
is expected to be highly congested without additional freight transportation planning.

Figure 1: Freight Facts & Figures 2017 - Chapter 4: Freight Transportation System Performance. 2012 National Highway System
(NHS) routes. https://www.bts.gov/bts-publications/freight-facts-and-figures/freight-facts-figures-2017-chapter-4-freight
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Figure 2: Freight Facts & Figures 2017 - Chapter 4: Freight Transportation System Performance. 2045 NHS routes.
https://www.bts.gov/bts-publications/freight-facts-and-figures/freight-facts-figures-2017-chapter-4-freight

Figure 3: Freight Facts & Figures 2017 - Chapter 4: Freight Transportation System Performance. Peak-Period Congestion on HighVolume Truck Portions of the National Highway System: 2012 Map. https://www.bts.gov/bts-publications/freight-facts-andfigures/freight-facts-figures-2017-chapter-4-freight
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Figure 4: Freight Facts & Figures 2017 - Chapter 4: Freight Transportation System Performance. 2045 NHS - Peak truck route.
https://www.bts.gov/bts-publications/freight-facts-and-figures/freight-facts-figures-2017-chapter-4-freight

Figure 5: Source US DOT, FHWA, Office of Freight Management and Operations, Freight Analysis Framework, 2017.
https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/state_info/pennsylvania/truckflow.htm
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Figure 6: Source US DOT, FHWA, Office of Freight Management and Operations, Freight Analysis Framework, 2017.
https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/state_info/pennsylvania/truckflow.htm

Figure 7: Source US DOT, FHWA, Office of Freight Management and Operations, Freight Analysis Framework, 2017.
https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/Freight/freight_analysis/state_info/pennsylvania/statetruckflow.htm
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Figure 8: Source US DOT, FHWA, Office of Freight Management and Operations, Freight Analysis Framework, 2017.
https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/Freight/freight_analysis/state_info/pennsylvania/statetruckflow.htm

Need to Improve Freight Transportation through Southwest Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania ranks first in the country in the number of operating railroads (65) and also ranks near the
top in total track mileage (more than 5,600 miles). Each year, around 200 million tons of freight originate
in, terminate in, or pass through Pennsylvania by rail, including more than 50 million tons of coal, steel,
food and other products, mined or grown throughout the Commonwealth. Freight by rail is a major part
of Pennsylvania’s economy, so it is imperative that rail infrastructure is preemptively altered to
accommodate future challenges. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is expected to face substantial
highway-truck traffic congestion as a result of the increase in demand and freight transportation, as shown
in the FAF graphics above. In anticipation of the projected increases in freight tons moving on the nation’s
transportation network, it is crucial that double-stacked intermodal rail capacity is increased on the
Pittsburgh Line.
Considering the worsening congestion on interstate highways and an increasing focus on improving
environmental conditions, solutions like the Pittsburgh Vertical Clearance projects promise a lower-fuel
alternative to help shift freight from highways to freight rail. Limited rail line capacities around and
through the City of Pittsburgh result in freight rail congestion, leading to slower intermodal trains. An
increase in intermodal traffic cannot be accommodated without providing for a fully double-stack cleared
route on the Pittsburgh Line through the City of Pittsburgh. In Pennsylvania’s State Rail Plan, PennDOT
identified these overhead obstructions as one of the main improvements needed to fulfill a major goal of
the State’s transportation plan.
The railroad’s business is connected to jobs, economics, environmental benefits, and more efficient
delivery of goods. NSR’s intermodal business is one way NSR is working to achieve a long-term sustainable
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balance between its business needs and the impact of railroad operations on the environment. There are
also substantial environmental benefits for the community associated with an efficient transportation
network. Containers often are loaded two high, “double-stack,” to allow twice as many shipments to be
moved on one intermodal train. This saves customers money, enhances transportation efficiencies, and
supports NSR’s conservation efforts by saving fuel and reducing emissions. On average, railroads are four
times more fuel efficient and emit 75% fewer greenhouse gas emissions than trucks. As a point of
reference, one intermodal double-stack train can remove up to 300 trucks from congested highways. Not
only does this mean less traffic for all, it means less pollution, improved fuel conservation, and less stress
on highways—which reduces road repair costs. Increased opportunities for shippers, emissions savings,
and truck diversions from the region’s highways give the community a range of quantifiable benefits while
ensuring Pittsburgh continues to grow as a logistical hub.
Project Need Statement: The following transportation needs have been identified for these projects:


Address operational safety and increase reliability:
The NSR line extending from the Ohio state line and stretching east to Harrisburg where it meets the
NSR Crescent Corridor is referred to as the Main Line Corridor. This corridor is fully cleared for doublestack traffic except the segment of the Pittsburgh Line through the city of Pittsburgh where vertical
clearance limitations continue to exist. Currently, NSR has two east-west freight routes through
Pittsburgh, one of which is cleared for double-stacked intermodal trains and automobile multilevels.
The double-stack route, known as the Port Perry Branch and the Mon Line is currently at capacity and,
as a result, frequently faces congestion issues and service delays. The infrastructure and geography
of the Mon Line create challenges for timely service of sensitive intermodal freight that use it today.
The Mon Line has a 3-mile single-tracked segment that includes a tunnel and an adjacent bridge over
the Monongahela River. This 3-mile segment is the largest chokepoint on NSR’s route between
Chicago and the New York metropolitan area.

Figure 9: Overview Map of Project Locations showing Port Perry Bridge, Mon Line, Pittsburgh Line and Fort Wayne Line
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Not only does the Mon Line suffer from these
capacity constraints, but the topography adjacent
to the railroad right-of-way for much of the
distance through Pittsburgh is susceptible to
landslides from Mount Washington. The slope of
Mount Washington continues to shift, and each
time it does, the potential exists for soil and rock
to be deposited on the railroad tracks, making
them unable to be traversed until the debris is
removed and the slide area stabilized. In addition
Figure 10: Image courtesy of Pittsburgh Post-Gazette,
to the significant costs incurred for cleanup, the 2014.
slides create potentially hazardous conditions and
routinely cause hours of delay. These landslides range from moderate to severe in nature and the
timing of the incidents is unpredictable. Each year, delay times averaging 32.9 hours cost customers
and businesses. Because delays on the Mon Line are so severe, with 4,270,341 hours of closures
projected in the next 30 years, 820,897 gallons of fuel consumption can be avoided by moving
operations to a double-stack cleared Pittsburgh Line.
Under the current circumstances, adding more traffic to the Mon Line route would result in additional
delays to train schedules and worsened congestion. In addition, NSR’s dependence on the capacity
and geography-constrained Mon Line through Pittsburgh affects its ability to deliver quality service to
customers and, ultimately, to compete with trucks. The structural risks on the current Mon Line route
pose a threat to its long-term vitality, especially for service-sensitive traffic. Considering that
intermodal traffic through this stretch of track is expected to increase in the coming years, it is crucial
that the public and private industries collaborate to invest in an infrastructure improvement on the
Pittsburgh Line in the near-term.
Conversely, non-double-stacked trains are able to use the faster and fully double-line route through
downtown Pittsburgh. Clearing the Pittsburgh Line for double-stacked trains provides a solution to
alleviate congestion, danger, and unreliability on the Mon Line. Clearing this route would re-route
intermodal and auto multilevel traffic from the Mon Line to the Pittsburgh Line, allowing the Mon Line
to serve as the route for less service sensitive freight. The proposed improvements would result in
shorter run times and freed capacity.


Address inadequate vertical clearance along the Pittsburgh Line and Fort Wayne Line:
The combination of the Pittsburgh Line and Fort Wayne Line could serve as an alternate route for the
Mon Line but currently has limited vertical clearance at various locations which inhibits the passage
of double-stack trains.
Structures proposed to be addressed by the projects, which include four bridges, the Amtrak Station
in downtown Pittsburgh, and the Ohio Connecting (OC) Bridge Flyovers, limit the height of freight
railroad cars travelling along the Pittsburgh Line and Fort Wayne Line. These limitations prevent
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double-stack intermodal trains from traveling along these lines. The bridges do not provide sufficient
vertical clearance between the bridge and the tracks, and Amtrak Station’s shed canopy over the
freight line is not tall enough to allow double-stack intermodal trains. The OC Bridge Flyovers have
overhead obstructions on an approach ramp structure that do not allow sufficient vertical clearance
as well.

Figure 11: Vertical Clearance Standards

The vertical clearance at the project locations varies along the corridor from 18’-3” to 20’-6”. The PUC
requirement for vertical clearance in Pennsylvania is 22’-0”.


Address infrastructure deficiencies and reduce future maintenance costs:
The combination of the Pittsburgh Line and Fort Wayne Line could serve as an alternate route for the
Mon Line but currently has structurally deficient infrastructure. All of the bridges that are proposed
to be altered through this project are in some level of disrepair. One such bridge, the North Avenue
and Brighton Road Overhead Bridge, is in such poor condition that the replacement of the bridge was
already assumed. Another bridge, the PC-1.50 Pedestrian Bridge, was in such poor condition that it
has already been removed and is awaiting replacement. Through the Pittsburgh Vertical Clearance
projects, these bridges will be altered for intermodal traffic, but also will ensure these bridges’
continued operation for decades, or even centuries, to come.
If left unimproved, the state of disrepair of several of these bridges may pose a threat to public
transportation, if not now, then in the near future. Modification of the bridges will ensure the
continued safe and efficient transportation of intermodal goods by rail. Older, obsolete and failing
structures become more expensive to maintain or repair as their conditions worsen. Modernizing the
rail and roadway network minimizes future maintenance costs and capitalize on the opportunity to
address existing structural, traffic, or pedestrian deficiencies related to the projects through
modifications to achieve current design standards.
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Improve the safety for the public and operations:
NSR, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, the City of Pittsburgh, Allegheny County and
Amtrak all share a primary focus in operations: safety. The safety of citizens, employees, and
operations are central to the goals of the Pittsburgh Vertical Clearance projects. The additional rail
capacity added by the Pittsburgh Vertical Clearance Projects will contribute to the safety of the
motoring public by removing long-haul trucks from the highways of multiple states.
The projects will also have a safety impact for the public by adding capacity to the Mon Line and
avoiding adding traffic to routes with more vulnerable at-grade rail/highway crossings. While at-grade
crossing accidents have been greatly reduced through the use of gates with flashing lights and public
education initiatives, projects like the Pittsburgh Vertical Clearance projects boost these efforts by
routing trains on heavily gated lines with pedestrian crossing options. The redirection of intermodal
rail traffic from the Mon Line to the Pittsburgh Line will mean a lower risk of accidents at at-grade
crossings altogether. While the Mon Line has six at-grade crossings, two of which are publicly
accessible, the Pittsburgh Line has three at-grade crossings, of which just one is a public at-grade
crossing and presents less risk exposure for high-volume freight transportation.
In addition to the serious landslide concerns mentioned above, the Mon Line utilizes the bridge at
Port Perry. Bridges along the Monongahela River are occasionally struck by barges that break loose
from tug boats. So far in 2018, two documented cases of bridges being struck by loaded or unloaded
barges near Port Perry have occurred. When hit, the bridges must be closed to assess the damage to
the piers to determine if it is safe to continue to use the structure.
In addition to the rail and vehicle traffic
considerations, the bridges proposed to be
modified have current pedestrian limitations
with respect to ADA compliance. These projects
are proposed to include enhancements to the
overall safety of pedestrians, bikes and vehicles,
including walking distance. For example, the
Lake Elizabeth Pedestrian Bridge built in 1906,
was closed in 1998 due to safety issue and
removed in 2013. This limits access across the
park and pedestrians travel approximately 0.250.35 miles to go from the lake to the tennis
Figure 12: Allegheny Commons Park - Walking path from lake to
courts. (See map.)
tennis courts

These needs will be achieved by applying a sound engineering approach of appropriate scale to address
the transportation needs for each of the projects. For each of the nine projects, the environmental
analysis of effects and documentation provided under Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Act 120 of P.L. 356
(Act 120), amended Section 2002, and related requirements, will be considered.
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In addition to the overriding purpose and need set forth above, additional purpose and need for each of
the individual projects follows:

Figure 13: Map of Project Locations showing Port Perry Bridge, Mon Line, Pittsburgh Line and Fort Wayne Line

1. Washington Street over NS (PT-344.91), Borough of
Swissvale, Allegheny County
 Existing vertical clearance does not meet
minimum
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2. Amtrak Station (PT-353.20), City of Pittsburgh, Allegheny
County.
 Existing vertical clearance does not meet
minimum

3. NS over Merchant Street (PC-1.20), City of Pittsburgh,
Allegheny County
 Structure rehabilitation

4. North Avenue Over NS (PC-1.60), City of Pittsburgh,
Allegheny County
 Existing vertical clearance does not meet
minimum
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5. Pennsylvania Avenue over NS (PC-1.82), City of
Pittsburgh, Allegheny County
 Existing vertical clearance does not meet
minimum

6. Columbus Avenue Over NS (PC-2.17), City of Pittsburgh,
Allegheny County
 Existing vertical clearance does not meet
minimum

7. Ohio Connecting Bridge over NS (PC-3.38), City of
Pittsburgh, Allegheny County
 Existing vertical clearance does not meet
minimum
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